DDC 23 Workshop Exercises with Answers
1. Title:
Good mornings: great breakfasts and brunches for starting the day right
LCSH:
Breakfasts
LCSH:
Brunches
Answer:
641.52
(Brunches relocated from 641.532; representative of titles that pair breakfast and brunch; that
pairing supports the relocation; this title in particular supports the rewording of the caption)
2. Title:
e‐Commerce: law and jurisdiction
LCSH:
Electronic commerce—Law and legislation
LCSH:
Internet—Law and legislation.
Answer:
343.081142
(New number under law of commerce. Distinguish from other computer law numbers.
Comprehensive works number for computer law, 343.0999, has scatter see reference)
3. Title:
Men and the language of emotions
LCSH:
Men—Psychology
LCSH:
Men—Identity
LCSH:
Emotions
LCSH:
Masculinity
LCSH:
Men—Language
Answer:
155.33224
(Table of preference at 150 puts this in 155 rather than 152. Psychology of adults by gender or sex
relocated from 155.63 to 155.33. New add table at 155)
Manga martial arts: [over 50 basic lessons for drawing the world's most popular fighting
styles]
LCSH:
Comic books, strips, etc. — Japan—Technique
LCSH:
Cartooning—Technique
LCSH:
Martial arts in art
Answer:
741.53579
(Expansion of 741.5 and Table 3C—3 in 2005. Class‐elsewhere note from 741.59 to 741.53)

4. Title:

5. Title:
Teaching and learning elementary social studies
LCSH:
Social sciences—Study and teaching (Elementary)
Answer:
372.89044
(Comprehensive works on primary education in social studies relocated from 372.83 to 372.89)
6. Title:
Constitution of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the United States of America
LCSH:
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the USA—Government
Answer:
262.019477073
(Number built with new development at 281.94–281.99; geographic treatment for Orthodox
treatment differs from that of other Christian churches in 283–289)
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7. Title:

IPhone SDK programming:Ԝa beginner's guide

LCSH:
iPhone (Smartphone) —Programming
LCSH:
Application software—Development
LCSH:
Computer software—Development
Answer:
005.255
(Note at 004.11–004.16 indicates that multifunctional digital devices are to be classed with their
predominant function; iPhone should thus be classed in expansions for handheld computing devices;
class here note at 005.25 indicates that specific types of handheld computing devices approximate
the whole; therefore add instruction applies)
8. Title:
Taxonomy and densities of Trans‐Neptunian objects
LCSH:
Trans‐Neptunian Objects
LCSH:
Rotational dynamics
LCSH:
Lightcurves
Answer:
523.49
(Relocated from 523.48; no provision for “[adding] as instructed under 523.4”)
9. Title:Fixing the system: a history of populism, ancient and modern
LCSH:
Populism—History
Answer:
320.566209
(Expansion from 320.56)
10. Title:
Sports filming techniques, football
LCSH:
Sports cinematography
LCSH:
Football
Answer:
777.89796332
(New development at 777 replaces development previously at 778.5; 777.8 adds from iconography
development at 704.942–704.949)
The phonology of the Sicilian dialects
11. Title:
LCSH:
Italian language—Dialects—Italy—Sicily
LCSH:
Italian language—Phonology
Answer:
457.9458
(Note at 4—7: “Works on . . . phonology . . . are classed here when applied to . . . geographic
variations
. . .”; geographic variations of language in “mother” country relocated; no provision
for addition for phonology)
12. Title:

Divine sayings = Mishkāt al‐anwār: 101 ḥadīth qudsī / … Arabic text and English
translation
LCSH:
Hadith—Texts—Early works to 1800
Answer:
297.12580521
(Hadith relocated from 297.124 and expanded. Relative Index entry Hadith Qudsi. Extensive
collection; hence approximates the whole; note at 297.1225 about Arabic texts accompanied by
translations; can add to specify English translation)
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13. Title:
Type 2 diabetes in teens: secrets for success
LCSH:
Diabetes in adolescence—Juvenile literature
LCSH:
Non‐insulin‐dependent diabetes— Juvenile literature
Answer:
616.462400835
(Expansion of diabetes number, 616.462, for type 2 diabetes in 2009. Instructions about diseases of
adolescents at 00835 in add table under 616.1‐616.9, to distinguish from pediatrics, also added in
2009.)
14. Title:
Google power: unleash the full potential of Google
LCSH:
Google
LCSH:
Internet searching—Handbooks, manuals, etc.
LCSH:
Web search engines
LCSH:
World Wide Web
Answer:
025.04252
(Expansion for search engines at 025.04252)
Ultimate guide to search engine optimization: drive traffic, boost conversion rates, and
make lots of money
LCSH:
Internet marketing
LCSH:
Internet advertising
LCSH:
Search engines
LCSH:
Web sites—Design
Answer:
658.872
(See also note at 025.04252 directs here; no appropriate LCSH available)

15. Title:

16. Title:
Blues rock: the ultimate anthology
LCSH:
Blues‐rock music
Answer:
781.661743
(Manual note at 781.6: Hybrid styles gives instruction to use the number coming last in 781.63–
781.69, plus notation 17 from table under 781.63–781.69)
17. Title:
Abuse of older men
LCSH:
Older men—Abuse of
LCSH:
Older people—Abuse of
Answer:
362.6911
(Groups of people relocated to 362.69. See reference from 362.68 to 362.69. Add from new number
T1—0811 Men)
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18. Title:
Quick coach guide to avoiding plagiarism
LCSH:
Plagiarism
LCSH:
Plagiarism—Prevention
Answer:
808.025
(Expansion from 808)
19. Title:
Dick Francis mysteries [note: DVD release of three movies made for television]
LCSH:
Horse racing
LCSH:
Detective and mystery films
Answer:
791.436556
(Made‐for‐television movies, video recordings of motion pictures relocated from 791.45; preference
note at 791.4 gives instruction to class with the last, but class‐elsewhere note at 791.4375 draws
away works which focus on a specific aspect of films to the aspect in 791.436; the preference table at
T3C—35 gives preference to –355 [for detective and mystery films / crime] over –357 [for horse
racing / sports])
20. Title:
The experience of close friendships in adolescence
LCSH:
Friendship in adolescence
Answer:
302.340835
(New table of preference at 302–307)

21. Title:

The fall of Samaria:Ԝan historical and archaeological study

LCSH:
Jews —History—953‐586 B.C.
LCSH:
Samaria (West Bank : Region)—History
LCSH:
Bible.—O.T.—Kings, 2nd XVII‐XVIII—History of Biblical events
LCSH:
Assyria in the Bible
LCSH:
Assyria—History
Answer:
933.5303
(Expansion for ancient Samaria at T2—3353 by use of add instruction)
22. Title:
Terrorism as crime: from Oklahoma City to Al‐Qaeda and beyond
LCSH:
Terrorism
LCSH:
Radicalism
Terrorism—United States
LCSH:
LCSH:
Radicalism—United States
LCSH:
Criminology
Answer:
364.1317
(Terrorism was in class‐here note at 364.1 Criminal offenses because involves many kinds of crimes,
but specific number needed because of special aspects)
23. Title:
LCSH:

Overtones of opera in American literature from Whitman to Wharton
American literature—History and criticism
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LCSH:
Opera in literature
Answer:
810.93578
(Expansion of Table 3C—3 in 2005)
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